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When Wiliam heard what the old lady said and saw the old lady’s reaction just now, his first feeling was
not to pay attention to the generous gift she said.
Wiliam couldn’t help but shook his head when he saw that the old lady had set the phone to ring the
bell.
The two grandsons are really in the same vein.
I like to use the phone coax setting to remind myself that the hot coax is about to start.
Wiliam was thinking, suddenly felt a slight shaking on the ground.
Everyone at the scene stared at the ground of Beilin Lu’s family in shock.
The ground was shaking.
And at a speed visible to the naked eye, cracks are occurring.
In the blink of an eye, the cracks got bigger and bigger, and some cracks were entangled together.
It seems that there are countless earth dragons roaring and surging crazily under the ground, wanting
to break through the ground!
The crowd was actually forced to gather together by this sudden ground split.
A huge crack just appeared in front of them, trapping them all in the corner.
Everyone looked at the old lady who was laughing wildly at this moment in amazement, not to
mention how scared they were.
What exactly is this old lady going to do!
The march of the deceased before, has already made everyone’s hair scared.
Now, there is such an ability to penetrate clouds and crack the ground, making the whole earth
tremble.
Is this especially human?
What is it for making such a big movement!
Give that kid named Wiliam a generous gift, what the hell is it!
After Wiliam had been stunned before, he took his subordinates, staggered, and returned to Feliicity
and Li Chunfeng.

Wiliam’s attention was focused on the old lady before, but now when he came back, he noticed that
Feliicity had wakened up.
It’s just that her face is distressingly pale at the moment.
And even if it was a few meters away from her, Wiliam could feel the cold breath radiating from her.
Feliicity’s body was trembling constantly.
Lu Furong and Gu Zhiling could not get close to Feliicity’s body at all.
Only Li Chunfeng was gently supporting the Feliicity.
However, it seems that Li Chunfeng’s condition is not very good either.
After she fell into guilt for Feliicity before, her whole face was flushed, there was a dazed dullness.
Wiliam felt even more disturbed when she saw them like this.
At this time, someone shouted: “Look there, something is coming out! It’s hot!”
Everyone’s sights were immediately attracted by a crimson light in the distance.
That place, to be honest, is quite far from where everyone is standing now.
But even at this far, everyone can feel a majestic heat, constantly radiating from that crimson light.
If this is walking next to that light, wouldn’t it be hot to death?
That thing, who is not magma anyway.
At this time, someone shouted: “Fuck, that thing is moving, coming over!”
Everyone took a closer look.
Sure enough!
That ray of light moved slowly toward them at a speed visible to the naked eye.
Everyone was suddenly noisy!
There was fear and anxiety on each face.
This thing, in everyone’s eyes, is the sun.
If the sun were so close to them, it would be burned alive.
However, everyone is now trapped in a corner.
However, intentionally or unconsciously, the old lady actually fell not far in front of these people.
It makes them unable to run if they want.

Wiliam frowned as he felt the heat from things.
Instead, he noticed that when this thing came out, the expressions of Li Chunfeng and Feliicity seemed
a little more relaxed.
It was like drawing energy from this thing, which made them feel a little bit better, who were
originally uncomfortable.
The thing got closer and closer, and finally, amidst the exclamation of everyone, ten meters in front of
them, it protruded fiercely from the ground!
One after another, the hot air radiated in all directions.
All the people on the scene felt a smell of burnt.
But shortly afterwards, everyone smelled a strange smell.
It’s weird, because the smell smells deep for the first time.
But when I smell it again, I feel that the smell is refreshing, and it makes people feel the urge to stop.
What’s this smell?
Wiliam smelled the smell, and he immediately smelled it with a keen sense of smell. It was the smell of
internal organs.
That thing!
As the hot air gradually dissipated and balanced, Wiliam was finally able to see the true content of the
thing in front of him.
There was nothing that Wiliam had expected!
This thing that exudes heat and the fragrance of the internal organs is astonishingly the tumbling
blood pool that Wiliam saw in the basement before!
The last time Wiliam saw this pool of blood, it was the day when a hundred people were killed.
That day, the blood pool was tumbling with a dense and disgusting heart, liver, spleen and lungs, and
the stench was completely unbearable.
Unexpectedly, just two days.
The hundreds of internal organs, after being soaked in the blood pond, became a kind of fragrance of
the internal organs.
This is something that Wiliam has never seen or heard of.
Seeing this blood pool finally came out, the old prince smiled wildly.
She was muttering to herself, “It’s finally figured out, it’s finally figured out. I have never seen such a
beautiful scenery in my life, hahahaha.”

The blood pool seemed to be able to feel the mood of the old prince, and with the laughter of the old
prince, it suddenly churned.
A round of heat radiated again.
Everyone was sweating profusely, and even some of the shoes on the soles of their feet were burned
through.
At this time, the blood pool suddenly burst, and a red light burst into the sky.
When the red light dissipated, everyone could see clearly that there was something hanging above the
blood pond.
This thing is like a human heart.
But what is strange is that this heart is white.
It is also covered with blue ribs.
Moreover, this heart is beating like a living thing.
With the beating of the heart, the blood pool below was tumbling in the same rhythm.
There seems to be an inexplicable sense of rhythm.
The old lady stared at this heart with great satisfaction, and smiled and said to Wiliam: “How? Are you
satisfied with this generous gift? However, it is still an unfinished product, and three things are
needed.”
Wiliam didn’t answer the old lady’s words, he was thinking about everything before.
The old prince raised his hand, and something suddenly floated out and fell in front of the old prince.
Wiliam looked intently, and the thing was the half-moon lily that Wiliam gave to the old lady before.
In Yanhuang’s heart, half-moon lily needed to be added, Wiliam knew this.
However, the old lady said at the time that one thing is needed.
What is it again?
Seeing that the old lady has painstakingly arranged for so long, should this thing appear today?
The words of the old lady slowly appeared with Wiliam’s thoughts.
“Want this thing to save your wife? Originally, this thing was meant to be for my little granddaughter.
Now she is also dead, and I have no use for this thing. If you want, I will give it away for free Give it to
you. Hehehe, but you need to make a choice.”
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She seemed to be talking about this very seriously and really wanted to work hard to save Feliicity.

This in itself is very unscientific.
Therefore, the look of the old prince, in the eyes of everyone, is simply a torment.
Wiliam naturally would not believe that the old lady would be so kind.
Only after he listened to the old lady’s words, there was a faint understanding in his heart.
Is the thing that has been worrying about finally happening?
In the eyes of the old lady, it was Wiliam who forced her granddaughter to death.
So the old lady said nothing would let Wiliam go.
Now, let Wiliam make a choice, one can imagine how terrible this choice would be.
The old lady looked at Wiliam with a kind face, and pointed to the half-moon lily hanging in the air, and
said: “Look, you have worked so hard to get this half-moon lily. Now the heart of Yanhuang is no
longer for me. It’s used, it can save a life, right?”
Wiliam frowned and asked, “What on earth do you want to do?”
The old lady did not answer Wiliam’s words positively, but suddenly looked at Feliicity and smiled
more kindly, “That beautiful little girl is Feliicity, isn’t it? She looks really heartbreaking. If such a little
lady died like this, it would be a shame and a shame. However, I look at Feliicity doll, your body seems
to be gradually collapsed? How long will your life be? An hour? Half an hour? Ho ho ho…”
What the old lady said surprised everyone around him!
And these words directly hit Wiliam’s heart.
Feliicity’s current look is indeed very bad.
But Wiliam didn’t check his body again just now.
Now that the old lady said, Wiliam immediately grabbed Feliicity’s wrist.
With this vein, Wiliam’s expression completely changed in an instant.
The pulse is extremely disordered!
And it is gradually weakening.
It seems that Feliicity’s personality fought a decisive battle with the poison of frost in her body.
And the result of the struggle is to burn the jade and the stone.
Feliicity’s body is really gradually breaking down!
It was her internal organs that broke down now!
What the old lady said is wrong, don’t take an hour, Feliicity’s body will collapse and turn into a pool of
blood.

Li Chunfeng, who was holding Feliicity tightly, heard this, his eyes seemed to become more dull.
In her heart, she was repeating another sentence.
It’s all my fault, it seems, it caused the Feliicity again.
This time, it was her fate.
It was her hopeless life.
I really want to do something…
Feliicity’s expression became extremely miserable when she heard this.
She seemed to perceive the strangeness of life and smiled bitterly at Wiliam with difficulty.
She also shook her head.
Signal Wiliam to give up.
Feliicity can see all the hard work Wiliam has made.
How willing to let such an infatuated man suffer any more injuries.
I was very sorry at first.
At this moment, Feliicity felt a little inexplicable.
She would have a feeling of pity and pity with Lu Xiaolu.
I’m so sorry Wiliam.
I wish that before dying, Wiliam also did a little too much to me.
Would it feel better in this way?
“Feliicity, believe me, I must be able to save you.” Wiliam was taken aback by Feliicity’s look.
He and Feliicity have known each other for many years, but how can he not know the despair and
sadness that Feliicity has at this moment.
This is the relief of her giving up her life.
For a while, Wiliam was a little confused.
He finally knew the malicious intentions of the old lady.
Ho ho, do you use the heart of Yan Huang as the last bargaining chip?
What about the price I have to pay?
Wiliam looked at the old lady and said deeply: “You won this round. Let’s talk, what do I need to pay?
No matter what, even if my life is my life, I am willing!

The old lady said gently: “Wiliam, what are you talking about? I have decided to give you this heart of
Yanhuang, so why would I ask you for anything? Don’t worry, you are a little bit. There is no price to
pay.”
Wiliam believes her evil!
Without paying the price, let yourself make a choice.
Wiliam thought of this, suddenly her eyes narrowed!
He thought of a terrible guess!
If this is the case, then my choice is actually a price!
It can even be said that this choice of my own has to be chosen, there is no way out!
Because of this choice, it is included in the refining process of Yanhuang Heart!
Only in this way can we explain why the old lady became so weird!
Because she was not afraid that Wiliam would not make a choice, and she would not pay the price.
These two assumptions do not exist.
She has already decided.
If Wiliam didn’t make a choice, then Feliicity would definitely die.
And Wiliam would never watch Feliicity die.
When Wiliam thought of this, he couldn’t help but admire the old lady.
After losing Lu Xiaolu, she could still maintain such a sharp sense.
too frightening.
It was definitely the most terrifying opponent Wiliam had faced over the years.
“So, in the scene, what is the last medicine for this Yanhuang Heart?” Wiliam looked at the old lady
deeply.
It’s so easy to read the series together.
Before the old lady said that there were two more things, Half Moon Lily appeared.
Therefore, his final choice must have something to do with Yanhuang Zhixin’s last drug introduction.
After listening to Wiliam’s words, the old lady clapped her hands and applauded, “Sure enough, it’s so
witty. Talking to smart people is easy. Okay, you can decide what I want you to make. , Is the last
medicine of Yanhuang Heart, Yanmai essence and blood.”
The old lady’s hand suddenly pointed to a person.

When Wiliam saw this person, his head buzzed!
The consequence that he least dared to guess in his heart still appeared!
The final victory or defeat really appeared on Li Chunfeng!
Wiliam felt that Li Chunfeng’s body was definitely not simple from the time when Li Chunfeng was
wrong.
And he only wanted to understand one thing two days ago.
At the beginning, why did the old lady leave them in Lu’s house in Beilin for three days?
The real purpose is not Wiliam.
But Li Chunfeng who looks like a passerby!
I didn’t think that Li Chunfeng also had a different vein.
It is the last medicine to refine the heart of Yanhuang!
After this last thing happened, Wiliam’s whole head became a little confused.
On one side is the love of life whose body is gradually breaking down.
The time she lingered, she couldn’t allow Wiliam to think about other ways to save her.
There is only one way to become the heart of Yanhuang.
On the other side, Li Chunfeng is kind-hearted and warm-hearted.
She is innocent!
No disaster!
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Although Wiliam would kill the decisively in this life, he still has a steelyard in his heart to kill the one
who deserves to be killed!
This is also an important reason for his tenacity in his martial arts since he has been practicing martial
arts.
Now that the Feliicity live, the spring breeze is about to die.
The spring breeze is alive, the Feliicity are about to die.
This was a one-for-two choice, which deeply baffled Wiliam!
Wiliam went silent on the spot.
When Feliicity heard the old lady’s words, his face became even more ugly.

She held Wiliam’s hand tightly with one hand, and her head shook frantically.
It seems to be telling Wiliam, no, don’t make such a terrible choice!
Let her die.
This is her fate and has nothing to do with Li Chunfeng.
Wiliam didn’t know Feliicity’s thoughts.
Both women are equally kind.
Wiliam had a bottom line in his heart, so he wouldn’t do anything to sorry Li Chunfeng what he said.
He was just blaming himself, but also reluctant.
After all, Feliicity is the wife of his long love.
I really want to give up, because I dug thousands of bloody holes in my heart.
The old lady suddenly smiled sorrowfully when he saw Wiliam’s silent scene.
This is exactly what she wants to see.
Is Yan Huang’s heart really useless for her?
How can it be!
For her, Yanhuang Zhixin is the best medicine for treating loss of heart, and it is also the magic
medicine for enhancing her strength.
Therefore, she has been developing the Heart of Yanhuang since many years ago.
Only this time, because of Lu Xiaolu’s affairs, she prepared to cut her love to Lu Xiaolu.
Now that Lu Xiaolu is gone, everything is just back to the previous path.
The reason why she said that Yan Huang Zhixin didn’t work for her is because she was stimulating
Wiliam.
Look, the heart of Yanhuang that you can’t ask for, I say you can just throw it away.
Because I was abandoned, I’m still there.
And you, you don’t have the heart of Yanhuang.
What will happen to your family’s Feliicity?
Tonight, will you watch her turn into a pool of blood?
If this is the case, I really look forward to it.

Hahaha, this choice is really interesting.
Have to choose.
Moreover, no matter which one you choose, the seed of the devil is planted in this kid’s heart.
Hahaha, I chose Bai Fengxuesheng and sacrificed the innocent Li Chunfeng. From then on, this kid has
no good or evil in his heart, and he is dominated by hatred. It is just a matter of time.
And if he chooses Li Chunfeng to live, his wife will die on the spot, holding this kind of guilt to his wife
for the rest of his life, he martial arts doctors, I am afraid it will be difficult to improve.
so fun.
Never thought that this is not a multiple choice question, but a proposition.
Seeing that Wiliam didn’t answer, the old lady suddenly looked at Li Chunfeng who seemed to be
sluggish.
She also rarely spoke, and said to Li Chunfeng: “That girl named Li Chunfeng, how do you feel? I really
want to hear from you.”
Li Chunfeng’s body trembled slightly.
She looked dull, but she was listening to what she said just now.
She was still immersed in the sadness and guilt that Feliicity’s body was gradually breaking down.
She almost went violently again tonight. Is this the main reason for her body collapse?
Can you compensate her?
When Li Chunfeng was thinking about it, he heard what the old lady said.
He turned out to be the last medicine.
Yanmai essence and blood?
What is this again?
However, if the understanding is wrong.
My life seems to be able to save Feliicity, right?
Li Chunfeng was never a stupid girl.
She also noticed something wrong with her body these days.
She even discovered two extreme reactions between her body and Feliicity’s body.
One cold and one hot.
It’s like Tai Chi and two rituals, one yin and one yang, with its own number of days.

She just doesn’t have this kind of experience, and she doesn’t know what will happen.
Now that she heard the words of the old lady, her first reaction was not to be complacent about the
mysteriousness of her body.
It’s not that I am about to become a choice in a multiple choice question and feel sad.
There was only one thought in her mind.
Okay.
Where is this multiple choice question?
This is a true or false question.
I was wrong, I should pay for my crime.
So, to judge, it’s a good choice.
Li Chunfeng, who seemed to be crazy, suddenly let out a string of laughter.
She looked at the poor Feliicity and nodded suddenly.
“If I am a drug quote, then come on. This is the best comfort for me, Feliicity, and Wiliam.”
In one sentence, point out the position.
But the expressions of Feliicity and Wiliam changed slightly.
They actually expected that the kind-hearted spring breeze would die to save lives.
But not even frowning at the thought of her being so determined.
This is her life!
Before, what kind of killing Lu Xiaolu did in order to continue his life.
Now that Chunfeng is a life, he gave up so lightly.
does it worth?
Gu Zhiling was the first to react, grabbing Li Chunfeng and shouting loudly: “Chunfeng, are you crazy?
Do you know what you are talking about? Although I am also sad, no matter which one you lose with
Feliicity , I will break my heart. But now, there is no time for you to choose yourself! Do you think
Feliicity will be happy if you sacrifice you alone? Wiliam will be happy!”
Gu Zhiling got more and more excited as he talked about it, but tears rolled in his eyes!
“Also! Didn’t you just teach me a truth a few days ago! When it comes to this kid, you trust him without
reservation. Believe that he can fight back and win! Isn’t it the same now! Shouldn’t you trust him!
Shouldn’t you let him choose! At that time, whatever he chooses, you just accept it!”
When Li Chunfeng heard Gu Zhiling’s words, a trace of crimson appeared on his face.

This is a bit embarrassing.
However, this is not the time to be embarrassed.
She suddenly looked at Wiliam, her eyes becoming extremely complicated.
She smiled reluctantly, sorrowful.
“You don’t seem to be able to make any choice? So it’s better for me to come. I’m sorry, although I’m a
bit shy, but some things are better to say. I really believe in you. It’s a bit beyond the normal
relationship between men and women. But this time, I won’t believe you, I believe in myself…”
With that said, Li Chunfeng ran forward with strides.
In full view, she did something that shocked countless people!
She actually walked under the half-moon lily hanging in the air.
He grabbed the half-moon lily, stuffed it directly into his own mouth and swallowed it.
Then she turned her head and smiled.
This smile is absolutely stunning! Yuehua faded!
It seemed that this night of killing was filled with countless gentleness and purity because of such a
beautiful smile.
“Now, I am the last and only choice for that Yanhuang Heart. Do you have any other choices?”
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Wiliam’s eyes widened in an instant.
Everyone at the scene could not have imagined that a girl who seemed so weak would make such an
unexpected choice at this critical moment of life and death!
Even the old lady looked at Li Chunfeng in disbelief.
At this moment, Li Chunfeng’s temperament is very different from that of the weak woman she had
known before!
Li Chunfeng now has a kind of generosity that is less than that of men!
The old lady who made such a multiple choice question originally made things difficult for Wiliam.
It was never Feliicity and Li Chunfeng.
But now, Li Chunfeng has directly helped Wiliam make a choice!
At the cost of her life!
Half-moon lily was swallowed by Li Chunfeng, and now Wiliam had other methods, and it was too late.

There is only one way left.
It is to sacrifice Li Chunfeng!
After Li Chunfeng swallowed half-moon lily, his body shook suddenly.
Dou Da’s tears rolled in her eyes.
Her body, as if torn apart, was so uncomfortable that she directly grabbed her body.
It hurts.
Li Chunfeng has not felt such severe pain in his entire life.
As a woman, her ability to endure pain is even worse than a man.
However, she insisted on holding back the tears to prevent it from falling, and stood upright.
Only the violent trembling body betrayed her determination.
When Wiliam saw this scene, his eyes instantly turned red.
Silly girl!
Why bother!
Why bother!
Believe me for a while, what will happen!
Wiliam thought so, but he was actually very clear inside.
Li Chunfeng doesn’t believe him.
Li Chunfeng doesn’t believe in herself.
It seems that she will lose such confidence as long as it takes a while.
Silly girl!
Bai Fengxuedou’s big tears were also falling down.
Who doesn’t feel sorry for such a kind woman.
Not to mention that she was such a good girlfriend before.
Wiliam was about to rush towards Li Chunfeng.
But at this time, the old lady looked fierce, and the red line of bliss in his hand moved again.
Those thread-raising puppets that were originally sluggish, unexpectedly broke out at a terrifying
speed at this moment.

They all rushed towards Wiliam.
In an instant, Wiliam and others were all besieged.
Instead, they left Li Chunfeng and Feliicity out of the battle.
After all, the old lady couldn’t wait to see what happened next.
Wiliam and the Qilin-like people were besieged in it. Rao burst out all the power, and for a while, they
couldn’t break through at all.
Seeing that he was temporarily trapped, the old lady smiled at Li Chunfeng in time: “What a heroine. I
just don’t know if it’s worth it? That kid, or Feliicity, is it worth it?”
Li Chunfengdou’s sweat came out and wet her body.
Her body seemed to be scorched by the fire, and the sweat on her body would actually be steaming
hot.
She felt like she was being burned in her body, and laughed hard.
“Is it worth it, does it matter now? If I guess wrong, I can’t live anymore if I eat this half-moon lily,
right?”
The old lady’s face became stiff, and then he nodded, “You are quite smart. Indeed, although this
half-moon lily is a very miraculous medicine, ordinary people’s bodies can bear it. What’s more, you are
direct If you swallow it, it will only be more toxic. You can’t live anymore.”
I thought that Li Chunfeng would look earthy when he heard this.
I don’t know, Li Chunfeng smiled again after listening, as if he was relieved, “This is good, this is good.”
Everyone at the scene was dumbfounded.
This girl can’t wait to die by herself!
Still relieved that things are a foregone conclusion!
The old prince met for a while, but he didn’t know what to say.
On the contrary, Li Chunfeng once again aimed at the churning blood pool not far away, and asked in a
desolate manner: “That place should be your last medicine furnace, right?”
The old lady took a sigh of relief before nodding, “Yes.”
At this moment, the old lady was also impressed by such a girl film.
Not to say simple and kind, but also as careful as ice and smart.
Such a woman, a man in the world, who would not like it?
It’s a pity to die like this.
Li Chunfeng nodded, and then looked at Feliicity.

Feliicity’s face was extremely pale, and she kept holding Feliicity’s hand in a hurry, trying to prevent
Feliicity from doing stupid things.
At this time, Li Chunfeng suddenly pushed Feliicity to the sluggish Lu Furong, and said with a smile:
“Sister Furong, then please take care of the Feliicity. My choice is my responsibility.”
Lu Furong took a deep look at Li Chunfeng, and finally obeyed Li Chunfeng’s words and restrained the
white Feliicity.
Li Chunfeng stood in front of Feliicity, looking at Feliicity’s beautiful face, he was a little silly.
It’s so beautiful.
No wonder that kid has deep roots for you.
What a perfect match you are.
Although I have never revealed my concerns, I am still a daughter.
That man, in this world, is only worthy of you.
However, not because I am not good enough, Li Chunfeng, but because the time of meeting was a bit
late.
I am not born, but I am married.
This is it for the rest of my life, with regrets.
Feliicity, if there is an afterlife, I will meet the little bastard earlier than you, maybe, it will be you who
made this choice today.
But I also believe that you will be like me, without regrets, and move forward.
Because as soon as I saw him, I was doomed to miss this life, and there was no love for him in this life.
So be it.
Li Chunfeng thought of the emotional place, and suddenly one hand gently cupped Feliicity’s face.
With eyes facing each other, Bai Fengxuelei has become frost.
With a thought, Li Chunfeng stepped forward and gently kissed Feliicity’s icy lips!
This scene shocked everyone.
Feliicity’s eyes widened when he was kissed like this.
Time seems to have stagnated forever in this beautiful moment.
Li Chunfeng kissed Feliicity lightly, with a gentle expression on his face, his body moved a little away,
and said to Feliicity: “I wish you a good time for a hundred years, and grow old together. Don’t forget
me.

“My name is Li Chunfeng…”
“Peach and plum spring breeze, a glass of wine, Li Chunfeng who has been in the rain for ten years…”
After speaking, she turned her head, and walked towards the tumbling blood pool very resolutely.
Walking and walking, she suddenly laughed out of a chuckle.
The laugh was extremely desolate, and for the first time, laughed full of grievance and sadness.
“That man, your honey…”
“My Arsenic!”
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The old prince met for a while, but he didn’t know what to say.
On the contrary, Li Chunfeng once again aimed at the churning blood pool not far away, and asked in a
desolate manner: “That place should be your last medicine furnace, right?”
The old lady took a sigh of relief before nodding, “Yes.”
At this moment, the old lady was also impressed by such a girl film.
Not to say simple and kind, but also as careful as ice and smart.
Such a woman, a man in the world, who would not like it?
It’s a pity to die like this.
Li Chunfeng nodded, and then looked at Feliicity.
Feliicity’s face was extremely pale, and she kept holding Feliicity’s hand in a hurry, trying to prevent
Feliicity from doing stupid things.
At this time, Li Chunfeng suddenly pushed Feliicity to the sluggish Lu Furong, and said with a smile:
“Sister Furong, then please take care of the Feliicity. My choice is my responsibility.”
Lu Furong took a deep look at Li Chunfeng, and finally obeyed Li Chunfeng’s words and restrained the
white Feliicity.
Li Chunfeng stood in front of Feliicity, looking at Feliicity’s beautiful face, he was a little silly.
It’s so beautiful.

No wonder that kid has deep roots for you.
What a perfect match you are.
Although I have never revealed my concerns, I am still a daughter.
That man, in this world, is only worthy of you.
However, not because I am not good enough, Li Chunfeng, but because the time of meeting was a bit
late.
I am not born, but I am married.
This is it for the rest of my life, with regrets.
Feliicity, if there is an afterlife, I will meet the little bastard earlier than you, maybe, it will be you who
made this choice today.
But I also believe that you will be like me, without regrets, and move forward.
Because as soon as I saw him, I was doomed to miss this life, and there was no love for him in this life.
So be it.
Li Chunfeng thought of the emotional place, and suddenly one hand gently cupped Feliicity’s face.
With eyes facing each other, Bai Fengxuelei has become frost.
With a thought, Li Chunfeng stepped forward and gently kissed Feliicity’s icy lips!
This scene shocked everyone.
Feliicity’s eyes widened when he was kissed like this.
Time seems to have stagnated forever in this beautiful moment.
Li Chunfeng kissed Feliicity lightly, with a gentle expression on his face, his body moved a little away,
and said to Feliicity: “I wish you a good time for a hundred years, and grow old together. Don’t forget
me.
“My name is Li Chunfeng…”
“Peach and plum spring breeze, a glass of wine, Li Chunfeng who has been in the rain for ten years…”
After speaking, she turned her head, and walked towards the tumbling blood pool very resolutely.
Walking and walking, she suddenly laughed out of a chuckle.
The laugh was extremely desolate, and for the first time, laughed full of grievance and sadness.
“That man, your honey…”
“My Arsenic!”
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This sentence shook the people around forever.
Everyone just watched a beautiful figure from the back, and went to death so bravely.
Rao didn’t know such a woman before, and many people’s eyes were all red in an instant.
There are women in the world who are so infatuated!
There are women in the world who are righteous!
Love is not longing, do not fight or grab.
But when she was most needed, she willingly sacrificed her life!
Everyone present knows how high the temperature of the blood pool is!
Li Chunfeng didn’t even walk to the blood pool, and the clothes on his body suddenly began to burn.
However, such a blaze failed to stop Li Chunfeng’s footsteps.
She was still walking step by step.
Everyone can only see a ball of fire, slowly approaching the blood pool.
It seems to be completely integrated with the blood pool.
Time seems to stand still.
The air seems to be quiet.
Everyone heard Li Chunfeng’s footsteps clearly.
Even a faint voice can be heard.
It seems that there is the sound of water falling into the fire.
Hearing this sound, Feliicity’s head banged and went blank!
This sizzling voice is clearly the sound of tears falling and being burned!
Li Chunfeng has been holding back tears since just now.
What a stubborn and strong woman this is!
Just not shed a tear in front of everyone.
Even if he knew he was going to die, he smiled slightly.
Only now.

She went to death alone.
She turned her back to everyone.
Only then was he willing to leave tears of grievance and fear.
This way, how lonely!
How wronged!
There is no one to accompany!
No one is talking!
Anyway, it’s okay to hold a person’s hand!
In the blank of Feliicity’s head, a picture suddenly flashed.
That was the first time she saw Li Chunfeng!
At that time, Wiliam said he wanted to send her a flower and a gust of wind.
A flower is an emperor flower, enough to shock the peerless mansion of Q City ( Qena City ).
And a gust of wind was Li Chunfeng.
At that time, Feliicity could not have imagined that she would meet her favorite idol star.
She also deeply remembered that that night, Li Chunfeng took her hand and walked onto the stage
that only belonged to the two of them.
That night, they sang a song together.
Before the story begins,
The first winters,
That was the age when I still didn’t know the taste of life.
I still can’t open my love,
Your shirt is like snow.
I hope that the poplar leaves will not blink.
There seems to be some words in my heart,
Let’s not talk about it yet,
Waiting for the future that will be dressed up…
One song, three people love.

Feliicity didn’t even think of it, that a song at the beginning became a truth!
Wiliam’s white shirt turned out to be another woman’s arsenic poison!
Li Chunfeng is such a gentle and kind woman, he didn’t expect to be where he is today.
No one loves her, no one gives her…
The misty white Feliicity in tears seemed to have seen an illusion at this moment.
Li Chunfeng walked alone in front of her, the flames on her body were the gentle sunshine shining on
her from the whole world!
The end of her journey is another big stage.
For one person, the stage is too desolate.
Wiliam, didn’t I promise you one thing…
Didn’t I promise you to sing you another song on a big stage…
Although now, I can’t sing anymore.
But such a stage, I want to go…
Just take it, she was with me at the beginning, but now I’m with her.
This is a fate fulfillment for me and my girlfriend.
Don’t blame me…
Feliicity’s head became completely confused.
Because she had already seen Li Chunfeng standing on the edge of the blood pond!
She leaped, and jumped into the hot blood pool without reservation!
“Om!”
Feliicity’s head seemed to be hit hard with a heavy hammer, and her whole body suddenly screamed
from the sky.
His eyes turned red at a speed visible to the naked eye.
The body suddenly burst into frost!
With a little effort, she completely broke free of Lu Furong’s imprisonment.
The body was like a flash of light, rushing towards Li Chunfeng’s direction quickly!
Just one second!

A white light slammed into the blood pool with a “bang” under everyone’s eyes!
At the moment of falling into the blood pool, everyone seemed to hear two silver bells of laughter
clearly!
It was as if there were two little girls, holding hands, walking together on a big stage where everyone
looked up to them.
Compassionate and sympathetic, deep affection and righteousness.
Feliicity’s madness actually lasted just a few seconds.
When she fell into the pool of blood, her mind was already sober.
She felt it, and she grabbed Li Chunfeng’s warm hand.
She just laughed.
At this moment, countless feelings filled her heart.
Why was he so arrogant that all Wiliam’s efforts were wasted.
It’s not because of a sigh of gambling, pretending to be righteous in front of another woman, saying
that she can or I can.
It’s not because I owe my beloved man and don’t want him to suffer unnecessary sins.
Simply because I don’t want to lose Li Chunfeng.
I’m sorry, Wiliam, if in my next life, Chunfeng and I will be sisters.
The people on the scene were so scared that they got goosebumps.
They witnessed two strange women in the world, so proud and iron bones, holding hands to die!
Is life really so cold in their eyes?
The hearts of all people are also shaking, and they are all touched.
There is indeed something beyond the existence of life and death.
Some of them even at this moment, give birth to the minds of boring life.
Fighting for fame and fortune for decades, and for a long time in a muddle-headed manner, what is it
for!
After the king’s world affairs, he won the name before and after his life, and it happened in vain!
Not as transparent as two women.
Gu Zhiling had already seen Li Chunfeng go to death, so he was about to break his heart.

Suddenly seeing Feliicity following so resolutely again, the heartstrings suddenly collapsed and he
fainted from crying.
Both are fools!
And even someone who was as knowledgeable and cruel as the old lady was completely stunned at
this moment.
The arrogance of these two women also deeply moved the heart of the old lady.
The red line of bliss in her hand stopped briefly.
It was the first time that she had doubts in her heart.
Are the things that I have made tonight, or even the things I have been pursuing hard for these years,
worth it?
At this moment, not far away, there was a roar like a wild beast’s roar!
“Roar!”
In the voice, there is endless anger and sadness!
Then, a coquettish red light suddenly rose into the sky!
This red light circulates endlessly, actually piercing all the thread-carrying puppets!
Then the red light rushed directly to the blood pool at the speed of the electric flint!

